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AbstractThe results to increase the rated energy of the linear accelerator of electrons LUE-75 from 
50 to 75 MeV are presented. The characteristics of the beam are investigated, and the measured 
energy spectra of the obtained beams are presented in the range of 50–75 MeV at the average intensity 
up to 10 μA. The modernization of the elements of magnetic optics for the parallel transfer path was 
performed, and the beam was tracked to the end of the transport channel. 
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1.  THE  WORK  TO  INCREASE  THE  ENERGY  OF  THE  LINEAR  ACCELERATOR 

From the time of launch (1967) and until practical conservation (2005) of the electron synchrotron 
ARUS (with the maximum energy of 6 GeV) of the Yerevan Physics Institute (YerPhI, renamed in 2011 
as the A. Alikhanyan National Science Laboratory– AANL) the linear accelerator LUE-75 served mainly 
as an injector. In the late 80s, it was reconstructed in order to increase the energy of accelerated electrons 
[1]. An additional third acceleration station was developed and created, after the launch of which an 
electron beam with an energy of 70 MeV was obtained (Fig. 1). However, in the future, the linear 
accelerator continued to function for several reasons as a synchrotron injector in the initial mode up to 50 
MeV, and the need for the third accelerator station fells away. The third klystron post with its high-
voltage pulse modulator and the waveguide of the power supply path of the last accelerating section were 
partially disassembled, and the circuits of electrical and radio engineering systems of support, control, 
monitoring and measurement systems were dismantled. After the suspension of the synchrotron, the LUE 
functioned as an independent physical installation. 

In recent years, due to the increased interest to the problems of nuclear physics in the field of low 
energies [2], the task was set to restore the 70 MeV accelerator mode and bring it to the energy of 
75 MeV. 

It was also necessary to work out the regimes for obtaining both nominal currents and the controlled 
primary electron beams of extremely low intensity in the range of 50–75 MeV for use them in the joint 
works of the AANL (Yerevan) – JINR (Dubna) for calibrating the crystals for the Mu2e experiment 
(FNAL, USA). In 2015–2018, such works were performed with the test beams (10–20 e–/s) of the LUE-
75 accelerator in the energy range 15–50 MeV [3], which partially supplemented the results for the range 
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80–120 MeV, obtained by the Mu2e collaboration in Frascati (Italy). Figure 2 shows the results of the 
processing of the set of data obtained at the LUE-75 for the range of 15–40 MeV in Yerevan and in 
Frascati [4]. The characteristics of crystals in the energy range of 50–75 MeV remained unexplored. Thus, 
the increase in electron energy has become relevant. 

The work to increase the energy of the linear accelerator was carried out in 2018. For the third 

accelerating section, the extended correction coils were made and installed, with the help of which it is possible to 

compensate the influence of the Earth’s magnetic field and of the ferromagnetic masses located near.  Some 
physically obsolete units have been replaced by new ones. The use of modern digital stabilized power 
sources instead of the obsolete bulky systems has improved the quality of the beam, simplified its 
configuration and increased the reliability of the system as a whole. Thus, the restoration work was 
combined with the partial modernization. However, it had not concern the power electronics and 
microwave equipment, which will be considered in the future. The question of the optimal choice of an 

Fig. 1. The simplified block diagram of the microwave power supply of the accelerator LUE-75: G is the 
thermoelectronic gun; IS is the injection section (the waveguide buncher); FC is the Faraday Cup; 1,2,3 are 
the main accelerating sections; 4 is the dipole analyzing magnet 900; 5 is the cooled absorbing loads; 6,7,8 
are the powerful klystrons; 9 is the matched load; 10 is the directional coupler; 11 is the additional low-power 
autogenerator. 

Fig. 2. The energy resolution of a matrix of 9 CsI crystals (pure); the curve shows the results of processing 
the data set obtained in Yerevan (triangles) and in Frascati (squares) [4]. 
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equivalent replacement of the powerful S-band klystrons, as well as hydrogen modulator thyratrons 
removed from production with the modern ones, is also being considered. 

As a result of the work performed, the third accelerator station was fully restored, including, in 
addition to the accelerating section, the klystron station (Fig. 3) and the high-voltage pulse modulator 
feeding the klystron, as well as their support systems. The modes of individual units and the system as a 
whole were debugged. 

The first klystron (6, in Fig. 1), currently operating in the mode of the autogenerator, feeds the 
grouping and the first main sections with the microwave power. In addition, it is the master oscillator for 
the other two klystrons operating in the amplifying regime and feeding the second and third main 
sections. It was necessary to work further on the excitation lines by turning on the ferrite valves and the 
additional waveguide phase shifter. After that, the phasing system (not shown in Fig. 1) allowed, within 
the necessary limits, to change the phase of excitation of the klystron to select the desired relative phase 
shift of the microwave oscillations at the input of the last accelerating section. The modes of ferrite valves 
were established experimentally, based on the minimum power of the reflected wave in the path, 
dangerous not only for accelerating sections, but also for vacuum ceramic transitions which are in short 
supply, separating the vacuum volume of sections from the 6 atm. pressure-filled the dry nitrogen cavity 
of the powerful waveguide path. The issues of stability of phase relations, to which the setting of the 
accelerator to the optimal mode practically reduces, for the LUE-75, as for any accelerator, are very 
significant. For the experiment, one of the important parameters of the beam is the energy spread, 
estimated by the width of the energy spectrum. In the literature, the influence of various factors on the 
energy spectrum is studied in detail [5, 6]. 

One of the main factors is the frequency shift of the accelerating field, which affects the energy of the 
accelerated particle due to the strong dispersion of the diaphragmatic waveguide, which is the 
accelerating section. If one knows the experimentally measured frequency sensitivity and the passport 
data of the section, it is possible to compute the dependence of the relative width of the spectrum on the 
frequency shift of the accelerator field generator relative to the resonant frequency of the section. Figure 4 
shows the curve of this dependence, computed for the main accelerating section of the linear accelerator 

Fig. 3. The third klystron post after the recovery. 
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LUE-75, from which it is clear that the relative energy of the electrons can be ensured as ±1.1% with the 
klystron generator stability of ±0.1 MHz. 

The stability of the klystron frequency depends mainly on the stability of the supply voltages (the 
LUE-75 is powered by the stable synchronous network ±0.1%) and the temperature fluctuations of the 
klystron resonator structure. To remove the heat emitted by the one more accelerator station, the power 
rising of water cooling and temperature control systems were required to stabilize the temperature of not 
only the additional section, but also of the accelerator as a whole. Note that other factors also influence 
the energy spread: the spread of the initial velocities of particles, the phase extent of bunches, transient 
processes, etc. 

After the adjustment and testing of the systems of the third acceleration station, the accelerator was 
launched in the autumn of 2018. Figure 5 represents the oscillograms of the output pulse of the third 
modulator (with the duration of 2.2 µs at the level of 0.9) and the beam current pulse at an energy of 
75 MeV and an average intensity value I = 0.5 µA (the pulse repetition rate is equal to 50 Hz) with the 
collimation of Ø14 mm after the analyzing magnet (4, Fig. 1). Note that without the collimation, the 

Fig. 4. The dependence of the relative change in the output energy of electrons on the frequency deviation of 
the accelerating wave on the natural frequency of the main section. 

Fig. 5. The oscillograms of the recovered third modulator pulses (left) and beam current (right) at 
E = 75 MeV. 
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average direct current is equal to 9–10 μA at the accelerator output. The energy spectra measured using 
the 90° analyzing magnet, the Faraday Cup and the current integrator for electron beams with the energies 
of 60, 70 and 75 MeV are represented in Fig. 6. The beam energy spread – the full width at half maximum 
(FWHM) – is less than 2%. 

Some of the beam parameters with an average current of 1 μA at a repetition rate of 50 Hz are listed in 
Table. Without the collimation, the maximum value of the average direct beam current up to 10 μA can 
be obtained (Fig. 1). More information about the LUE-75 accelerator is given in [3]. 

Fig. 6. The energy spectra of the beams at energies (a) – 60, (b) – 70, and (c) – 75 MeV. 

Table. The characteristics of the beam 

Maximum energy, MeV 75 

Energy range, MeV 10–75 

Pulse duration, µs 0.7–1 

The number of bunches in the pulse 2000–2800 

The length of the bunch, cm 1 

The amount of e–/bunch 5×107 

The amount of e–/sec 7×1012 
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Work continues on improving the system of temperature stabilization of the accelerator, the 
replacement of instrumentation and power supplies with the modern one and with the output to a 
computer. The work is started on the creating of the data acquisition system (DAQ System) based on the 
CAMAC electronics, which will provide an opportunity to move later to automation issues. 

2.  THE  PATH  OF  THE  PARALLEL  TRANSFER  OF  BEAM 

By means of a parallel transfer, the beam is transferred to the final measurement zone, which is far 
from the linear accelerator at a distance of about 20 m. Because of that, the effect of electromagnetic 
interference on measuring equipment is significantly reduced, as well as the favorable low-background 
conditions are created for precision experiments. The deflecting electromagnet at the very end of the path 
(M3 in Fig. 7) can be used to obtain the photon beams. Work was carried out to increase the magnetic 
field strength of bending magnets of parallel transfer, as well as the testing of elements of magnetic optics 
in the energy range of 50–75 MeV. In order to ensure the thermal mode of the magnets, additional 
windings were designed and manufactured for rotary magnets M1 and M2, the installation of which 
provides the possibility for long sessions. An electron beam tracking was done from the LUE-75 output to 
the end of the parallel transfer path in the energy range of 50–75 MeV. Figure 8 shows the image of the 
beam of 75 MeV on the phosphor screen at the end of the parallel transfer path. 

Fig. 7. The block diagram of the parallel transfer path: MA is the analyzing magnet at the output of the 
LUE -75; M1, M2 are the parallel transfer bending magnets; M3 is the beam dump magnet; Q1…Q9 are 
the quadrupole lenses; FC is the Faraday Cup; coll is the collimator. 

Fig. 8. The 75 MeV beam on the phosphor screen at the end of the parallel transfer path. 
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3.  CONCLUSION 

With the commissioning of the third accelerating station, the limiting energy of the linear electron 
accelerator LUE-75 in AANL (YerPhI) has been increased from 50 to 75 MeV. The characteristics of the 
beam are investigated; the measured energy spectra of the obtained beams are presented in the range of 
50–75 MeV with an average intensity up to 10 μA. The elements of magnetic optics of the parallel 
transfer path were modernized and the beam was tracked to the end of the transport channel. 

The increasing  of the electron energy up to 75 MeV expands the prospects for research in the field of 
low-energy nuclear physics, opens up the possibility to study the photonuclear processes in reactions with 
a higher energy threshold, stated in the topics of research groups of the Experimental Physics Department 
of AANL (YerPhI) and Yerevan State University. The obtaining of electron beams of extremely low 
intensity according to the method developed in YerPhI [3] allows one to continue the research of the 
prototype electromagnetic calorimeter [4] for the Mu2e experiment (Fermilab, USA), provided for in the 
framework of the JINR (Dubna) – AANL (YerPhI) cooperation (Yerevan). The presence of such beams 
opens up the possibilities to calibrate a number of elementary particle detectors used in the low-energy 
region, as well as to use them in applied research [7–9]. 
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